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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we consider a class of nonlinear regulator problems in which the control 
appears linearly. Using an approach similar to that given for the classical linear quadratic regulator 
problem, it is shown in [1] that the optimal feedback control can be expressed as a function of the 
solution of an algebraic Riccati equation at each point in the state space. More precisely, it is shown 
that by solving a Riccati equation at a given point in the state space, the optimal feedback control at 
that particular point is readily obtained. In this paper, our first aim is to investigate stability of the 
resulting closed loop system. Second, a simple computational scheme for constructing a suboptimal 
control is suggested. We then consider the problem of stabilizing the system when it is subjected 
to bounded noise. For illustration, two examples are used to test the effectiveness of the proposed 
computational schemes. 
Zeywords - -Non l inear  systems, Feedback control, Suboptimal, Stability, Computational meth- 
ods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A nonl inear egulator  problem is considered in [1] where a quadrat ic  performance index is to be 
minimized subject  to a part icu lar  class of nonl inear dynamics,  affine in the control. By assuming 
this form of system dynamics and by comparison with the classical inear quadrat ic  regulator  
problem, it is shown that  for each given state of the system, the opt imal  feedback control is given 
in terms of the solut ion of a state dependent algebraic Riccati  equation. 
The opt imal i ty  of the control is verified by showing that  the solut ion for the infinite t ime 
problem is the l imit ing case of the solution to the corresponding finite t ime problem. This 
approach is s imilar to the t reatment  of the classical LQR problem in [2]. 
In this paper,  our first concern is to investigate the stabi l i ty  issue of the result ing closed loop 
system. For this, we need to assume that  there exists a control and t ra jectory  pair such that  the 
corresponding cost functional is finite. This assumpt ion is quite reasonable, since the only case in 
which it does not hold is when the problem does not have a solution. Using this assumpt ion we 
can easi ly establ ish the asymptot ic  stabi l i ty  property  of the suggested controller. An a l ternat ive 
proof of  the stabi l i ty  property  is obta ined with an addit ional  assumpt ion that  the opt imal  value 
function for the above problem is radia l ly  unbounded.  
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We then propose a computational lgorithm to find a suboptimal controller for the above 
system which only requires the solution of an algebraic Riccati equation at a finite number of 
points. Although there is no formal proof of this controller being stabilizing, numerical results 
suggest hat it is very useful for a large class of systems. 
Finally, we suggest an approach for solving the problem of stabilizing the system when it is 
subjected to bounded noise. Two controllers are proposed for this type of problem, one of which 
is based on previous work reported in [3]. Results regarding the ultimate boundedness of the 
corresponding system responses are given and two numericM examples confirm the effectiveness 
of these controllers. 
2. STABIL ITY  RESULTS 
Consider the problem of finding a control u E ~m to minimize the infinite time quadratic 
performance index 
f J~  = (xTqx + uTR~) et, (2.1) 
where the state x c N n is subject o nonlinear dynamics of the form 
x = A(x)x + B(x)u, (2.23) 
x(0) = x0. (2.2b) 
Here, Q E R n x R n and/ /c  R m x R m are assumed to be symmetric positive definite matrices. 
Further, we assume that A(-) : R n ~-* ~n x R n and B(.) : ]~n ~_~ Rn × ]~m are analytic matrix 
valued functions and that for every given x E ~n, (A(x), B(x))  is a stabilizable pair in the 
LQR sense. We also make the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 1. There exists a control and trajectory pair (u(.), x(-)) satisfying (2.2) such that 
the resulting cost functional (2.1) is finite. 
For the corresponding finite time problem with (2.1) replaced by 
f JT = x(T)TF~(T) + (xT q~ + ~-%~) dt, 
the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation is 
~ + ~-rQx + W2A(x)x - ~W2B(x)R-1B(x)V~ = 0, (2.33) 
with 
V(T, x) = xTFx .  (2.35) 
Since A(~v) and B(x )  are assumed analytic, the optimal value function may be written as 
V(t,X) = xTP(t ,X)X,  
where P is an analytic matrix valued function. Substitution into (2.3a) yields 
2 / A (x )+AT(x)  P+ ~eTP~ 
T (2.4) 
-(P+ 2 xTP~) B(x)R- lST(x ) (P  lxTP~'~ 
+2 l 
Here, the notation xTP~ denotes the matrix whose i th row is wTPx~, where P~ denotes the 
partial derivative of P with respect o the i th state variable xi. 
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In [1], it is then shown that as T --+ oo, the solution of (2.4) converges to the positive definite 
solution of the matrix Riccati equation 
Q÷(p+t  "~T A(x) (P  2xTp~) ~xTP~/  + AT(x) + 
-- (P4- ~Ir.Tpx)T B(x ) ' - IBT  (2£.) (P÷ XxTpzc~ --~- 0. (2.5) 
2 / 
In addition, the optimal value function for the infinite time problem, defined as 
V (x(t)) = min foo {xT(~)Qx("r) + uT('r)Ru(T)} d'r, (2.6) 
~(') Jt 
is given by 
V(x(t))  = x T ( t )p (x ( t ) )x ( t ) .  (2.7) 
The optimal control associated with P(x) is 
u = -R-1BT (x) (p  + lxT p~) x. (2.8) 
Putting II(x) = (P + (1/2)xTp~), the optimal control can be written as 
u = - R -  1BT  (z ) r t ( z )x ,  (2.9) 
where the matrix valued function I I (x) satisfies 
Q + IIT(x)A(x) + AT(~)r I (x )  - rIT(x)B(x)R-IBT(x)II(x) = 0. (2.10) 
To show that the control given by (2.9) stabilizes (2.2), we first require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. With the control given by (2.3), there exists a 6 > 0 such that any trajectory of 
the s.~stem (2.2) starting in the region 
A = {~ e R~:  1¢15 <- ~} 
asymptotically converges to the origin. 
PROOF. Substituting (2.9) into (2.2), the system becomes 
= f(~) = A(~)x, (2.11) 
where ft.(x) = A(x) - B(x)R-1BT(x)II(x). Using a Taylor expansion at the origin for f (x ) ,  
we have 
f (~)  = 0 + [A(O) + o] x + g(~),  (2.12) 
where g(x) E R N satisfies 
tg(x)]2 < a[xl 2, Vx E A n, (2.13) 
I" 12 denotes the usual Euclidean norm and ~ > 0. 
Clearly, _4(0) is a stable matrix. Hence, for every positive definite matrix t~ C A nxn, there 
exists a unique positive definite matr ix /5 E R nxn satisfying the Lyapunov equation 
2d[T(0)/5 -'~ PA(O) = -Q. 
Using any such/5, along a trajectory x of the closed-loop system (2.11), define 
V~(~l[~) = xT/hx .  
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Its time derivative is 
Yp(x) = 2xT/SA(0)x + 2xTpg(x) --= --xTQx + 2xT/Sg(X). (2.14) 
Let Arnin(Q) denote the smallest eigenvalue of Q and define 
{ 2 [P'2 'g(')[2 } 
NO : e e Rn: Amin (0) :> [e[2 " 
Note that, by (2.13), N O is a nonempty neighbourhood of the origin. Then, for all x E N 0, 
~rp(X) ~ --Z~min (0) IXI~ + 21x[2 IG  Ig(x)l 2 (2.15) 
<0. 
Let dN O denote the boundary of N0, defined by 
dNo : {~ c ~n : Amin (Q) - 2'p]2[g(~)[2 }1 12 
Furthermore, let M be the smallest value of V~ on dNQ; i.e., 
M = rain Vp(~). 
Letting 
X = {~ • Rn: Vp(~) < M}, 
it follows that in X, lip is positive definite and l)p is negative definite. Since Vp is also continu- 
ously differentiable, it is a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system (2.5) over the set X and 
all trajectories of (2.11) starting in X asymptotically converge to the origin. Choosing any ~ > 0 
so that 
the result follows. | 
THEOREM 2.1. Under Assumption 1, the system (2.2) with the control specified by (2.9) is 
azymptoticM1y stable. 
PROOF. Since the control specified by (2.9) is an optimal control, it is clear from Assumption 1
that it must give rise to a finite cost. Thus, for any 7 > 0, there exists a T > 0 such that 
f t  ~ + < 7 (2.16) uT (s)R~(s) } ds 
for all t > T. Assume now that there exists an e > 0 such that 
Ix(t)l  > (2.17) 
for all t > O. 
Since Q is symmetric and positive definite, it follows that 
xT(t)Qx(t) > Amin(Q)lx(t)[~, (2.18) 
where Amin(Q) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of Q. Combining (2.17) and (2.18), we obtain 
xT(t)Qw(t) >_ Amin(Q)e, Vt _> 0. (2.19) 
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Then, it follows that for any To E (0, 00), 
{~-r (s /Qx(s)  + ~-r (s )R~(~)} d~ >_ ~T(s /Qx(s /d~ 
~_ Imin(Q)eds 
This clearly contradicts (2.16) above. Hence, assumption (2.17) cannot hold. It follows that for 
any ~ > 0, there exists a t E (0, oo) such that Ix(t-)122 < e. Choosing e = 6, where & is as defined 
in Lemma 2.1, the result follows. | 
We now make an additional assumption which then gives rise to another convergence r sult. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The optimal value function defined by (2. 7) is radially unbounded in state space. 
We then have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under Assumption 2, the system (2.2) with the control defined by (2.9) is as- 
ymptotically stable. 
PROOF. Consider the time derivative of V(x(t)): 
OV 
9 (~(t)) = ~-~ 
= 2xq- I I (x) [A(x)x + B(x)u] 
= 2xTI I (x)  [A(x)x - B(x)R-1Bq-(x)I I (x)x] 
= xv I I (~)A(x )  x + xVAV(x) I I (x )  x - 2mvII(x)B(x)R-1BV(x)II(x) ~ (2.20) 
= x v [n (x )A(x )  + Av(x )n(x )  - l - I (x )B(x )R-1BV(x) I I (x ) ]  x 
-- xT I I (x )B(x )R-1BT (x)I I(x)x 
= -xTY I (x )B(x )R  - 1BT (x)rI(x)x - s TQx 
< O, 
where we have made use of (2.9) and (2.10). Since V(x(t)) is an optimal value function, clearly 
V(x(t)) > 0 for any ~e(t) ¢ 0 and V(O) - 0. It follows from equation (2.20) and Assumption 2
that V(x(t)) is a Lyapunov function for the system (2.2) with control (2.9). Hence the result 
follows. | 
3. A COMPUTATIONALLY  
S IMPLE  CONTROLLER 
The results in the previous ection furnish, at least theoretically, an optimal nonlinear feedback 
control aw for a large class of nonlinear systems. In [1], it is shown that under certain assumptions 
on the matrices A, B,  Q, and R, it is possible to give an analytic solution to the Riccati 
equation (2.10). These assumptions, however, are very restrictive and would not be satisfied in 
most practical problems. To implement the control law (2.9) for most problems would involve 
numerically finding the solution of (2.10) infinitely many times. An obvious approximation to 
this impossible task is to divide the time domain into small subintervals and calculate the solution 
of (2.10) at the beginning of each of these intervals. Then the solution of (2.10) calculated at the 
start of each interval is used to provide the feedback control aw (2.9) during that interval. Since 
with current computing power the numerical solution of a Riccati equation of the type (2.10) 
requires a minimal amount of time, these intervals could be made very small and one would 
expect this approximation to be quite good. To prove the validity of this approach rigorously 
though, it is necessary to derive the corresponding results of the previous ection for the discrete 
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time version of the nonlinear egulator problem. This appears to be a difficult task as there is 
no equivalent of the HJB equation in the discrete time case. 
While the approach outlined above is feasible for solving Problem (P), it is computationally 
very expensive. Instead we propose a much simpler controller which requires a negligible amount 
of computational time at the expense of not necessarily being close to the optimal controller. We 
construct he control as follows. Starting at to = 0 with a given initial state x0, we solve (2.10) 
to obtain YI(x0). We then use the feedback control law 
a( t )  = -R -1B s n (=0) (3.1) 
for t E [0, ti), where tl  is the largest value such that the condition 
~m(t) I-I (=0) ~(t) <~ 0 (3.2) 
is satisfied for all t E [0, t i)  and ~(t) denotes the solution of (2.2) with respect to the control ~2(t). 
We then calculate I I (~(t i ) ) ,  the solution of (2.10) corresponding to ~(tl). 
The remainder of the controller is then constructed similarly: Let ti denote the last time the 
solution of (2.10) corresponding to 5~(ti) was calculated. We employ the feedback control 
~(t) ---- -R -1B  T (~(t)) I I  (~ (ti)) ~(t), (3.3) 
for t E [ti, ti+i), where ti+l is the largest value such that the condition 
~T(t)r I  (5: (ti)) ~(t) < 0 (3.4) 
is satisfied for all t E [ti, ti+i). We then calculate YI(~(ti+i)), the solution of (2.10) corresponding 
to ~(ti+i). 
REMARK 3.1. Note that by comparison with the optimal solution, condition (3.4) is clearly 
satisfied at each ti. Since all the functions involved are continuous in t, ti+i > t~ and the interval 
[ti, ti+i) is nonempty. Also note that the condition is easily verified numerically. 
REMARK 3.2. If there exists an N E Z + such that 
• S(t)n(~(tN))~(t)  < O, Vt > tg, 
then convergence to the origin is assured by considering the function 
U (~(t)) = sT( t ) I I  (~ (tN)) $(t), 
since it is easily shown that ~(t) moves inwards across the level curves of U(x) for t > ti+i and 
YI($(tN)) is positive definite. 
There is no direct proof of the control constructed via (3.3) being stabilizing, except of course, 
for the simple case mentioned in Remark 3.2. Indeed, it is plausible that for some problems the 
level curves corresponding to ~,T(t)II(~(ti))~(t) become more and more elongated as i --+ oo, 
thus allowing 5~(t) to diverge to c~, while condition (3.4) is always satisfied. Some assumptions 
are necessary to prevent his from happening, but it is not yet clear what these should be. 
Numerical experience, however, show8 that the suggested scheme works very well for the prob- 
lems tested. The solution of the Riccati equation only has to be calculated a small number of 
times. The case described in Remark 3.2 occurs in all of the problems tested, so convergence is 
assured for these. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider minimizing a performance index of the form (2.1) with 
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subject to the nonlinear system 
21 ~ x2, 
22 = -X l  + (1.4 - 0.14x22) x2 + u. 
Putting 
A(x) -= _ (1 .4 -  0.14x ' ' 
the system is in the required form. The optimal controller as well as the controller proposed in 
this section are employed and the resulting trajectories in Xl-X2 space corresponding to Xl (0) = 
x2(0) = -5  are shown in Figure 3.1. The corresponding controls are shown in Figure 3.2. 
Note that in both figures, the hashed line corresponds to the optimal controller while the solid 
line corresponds to the controller proposed in this section. The controller of this section only 
requires the solution to the Riccati equation three times, clearly a very small computational effort. 
Results are similar for different initial conditions. Also, increasing the effect of the nonlinearity 
by increasing the coefficient of x~ gives similar results. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The following model of an F-8 fighter aircraft was first proposed in [4] and later 
considered in [1,5]. The equations of the aircraft dynamics are 
21 : - -0 .877X 1 + X 3 -- 0 .088X lX  3 ÷ 0.47x 2 - 0.019x~ - x~x3 
+ 3.846x 3 - 0.215u + 0.28x2u + 0.47xlu 2 + 0.63u 3, 
3:2 -- x3, 
23 = -4.208xl - 0.396x3 - 0.47x 2 - 3.564x 3 - 20.967u + 6.265x~2u + 46xlu 2 + 61.4u 3, 
where xl is the angle of attack in radians, x2 is the pitch angle, x3 is the pitch rate, and u is the 
control input. To put this system in the form (2.2a), we choose 
A(x) = [-0"877 +0"47XloXlX3 + 3"846x21 -0 .019x201-0 .088x l ]1  , 
L -4.208 - 0.47Xl - 3.564x 2 0 -0.396 
and 
[ -0 .215+ 0.28x2 ] 
B (x )  = 0 , 
L-20.967 + 6.265x  J 
and we neglect the terms which are not linear in the control, as they do not fit into the form 
of (2.2a). This approximation is valid as in [4] it is shown that the nonlinear control terms only 
have a small effect on the dynamics. Also note that the choice of A(x) to represent the system 
is not unique for this particular problem. This raises the open question of whether there is a 
way of choosing A(x)  optimally in some sense. An obvious restriction is that (A(x),  B(x)) be 
stabilizable for every x, but this may still leave other choices. Further restrictions are suggested 
in [6]. 
The problem is to minimize a performance index of the form (2.1) with 
[ 1 0 0 ]  
Q = 01  0 , R--[95001, 
0 0 950 
subject to the above system. Again, both the optimal and the controller proposed in this section 
are simulated, both starting with initial conditions xl(0) = 0.5759, x2(0) = 0, and x3(0) = 0. 
The resulting states are shown in Figure 3.3, where the hashed line indicates the results from 
the optimal controller. Again, the controller proposed in this section only requires the solution 
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F igure 3.2. 
of a Riccati equation three times and it manages to stabilize the system. The two controls are 
shown in Figure 3.4. 
REMARK 3.3. A feature of the controller proposed in this section is that the control is discontin- 
uous whenever a new solution to the Riceati equation is calculated. While this may be acceptable 
in some applications, it is clearly not acceptable in others such as that of Example 3.2. One way 
of overcoming this problem is to smooth out the discontinuity in the control so that it becomes 
continuous. As long as the smoothing interval is chosen to be small, this approximation should 
be sufficient. 
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Figure 3.3. (continued on next page) 
4. THE SYSTEM SUBJECT TO BOUNDED NOISE  
Consider the system (2.2) with the addition of a noise term in the input signal as follows: 
d: = A(x )x  + B(x )u  + B(m)w(m),  (4.1) 
where the unknown function w(x) ~ R m represents the noise. Note that by assuming the noise 
term to appear in the system equations as it does, we are essentially assuming that the so-called 
matching conditions (cf. [7] and the references cited therein) are satisfied. We make the following 
assumption. 
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Figure 3.4. 
ASSUMPTION 3. The function w : R n ---* W is continuous, where W is a known, nonempty,  
compact  subset o f  N m. 
In view of Assumption 3, define 
a i  = max Iw ,  I i = 1 . . . .  ,m, (4.2) 
wEW 
where w,, i = 1 , . . .  ,m, denotes the ith element of w. We propose to deal with the problem of 
stabilizing the system (4.1) by splitting the control effort into two distinct parts, one being the 
optimal feedback control of Section 2, and the other calculated to minimize the effect of the noise 
term. Hence, let u = Ul + u2, where 
u l  = -R -  1B n- (x ) I I (x )x ,  (4.3) 
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with R E ]~m x R m and Q E R n × ]~n being suitably chosen positive definite matrices and with 
YI(x) being the corresponding solution of (2.10). Consider again the optimal value function of 
the corresponding regulator problem of Section 2 with the nominal system (2.2). We have 
V (x(t)) = x T (t)P(x(t))x(t). 
Along the solution of system (4.1) corresponding to u = ui  +u2 with Ul given by (4.3), it follows 
that 
(/(x(t) ) = -xT  Qw - xT I I (x )B(x )R-1BT  (x)I I(x)x 
+ 2xTI I(x)B(x)u2 + 2xTyI(x)B(x)w(t,  x) 
(4.4) m 
< -xsa(x)x + 2xsII(x).( ) 2 + 2 Z I [ 
i : l  
where we have defined ~(x) = Q + I I Ix )B(x)R- iBT(x)Y I (x)  and where ~ denotes the i th 
element of a vector. By Assumption 2, it follows that if we can find a u2 such that 
7~ 
2xrII(x)B(x)u2 + 2 ~ [~q (~Tn(x)B(x)) Im < 0 (4.5) 
i=1 
is satisfied, then V(x(t)) < 0 and we might expect x(t) to converge to the origin asymptotically. 
Writing G~(x) = 2~ (x r I I (x )S (x ) ) ,  i = i , . . . ,  m, we could specify the components of u2 by 
f ai, if Gi(x) < 0; 
U2, i (X)  (4.6) l -~ ,  if G~(x) > O, 
for i = 1 , . . . ,m.  This would ensure that (4.5) is satisfied. The problem with defining u2 in 
this manner is that the control signal becomes discontinuous. Apart from the obvious practical 
difficulties associated with a discontinuous control signal, there are also theoretical problems in 
that the usual requirements which guarantee a solution of the closed loop system are no longer 
satisfied. While it may be possible to use the theory of generalized ynamical systems in an effort 
to guarantee solutions, we can avoid this difficulty by simply replacing (4.6) with a smoothed 
and continuous definition as follows: 
ai, if Gi(x) < -ei; 
ctiGi(x) 2 2¢riGi(x_) 
- - - - -27 - -  , if - c i<_Gi (x )  <_0; 
Q e~ (4.7) u2 ..... ~(x) = mGi(x)  2 ~G/x~,~j 
2 -- if 0 < Gi(x) <_ ei; 
£i ~i 
-a i ,  if Gi(x) > ei, 
for i = 1 , . . . ,m where each ei is an appropriate smoothing parameter. Note that early work 
for a class of linear uncertain systems, reported in [8], employed a similar method to define a 
continuous control signal, but it used a linear rather than a quadratic function to define the 
control within the smoothing interval. Using the quadratic function means the control has an 
extra degree of smoothness. 
By using the smoothed control defined in (4.7), we obviously cannot satisfy (4.5) whenever 
-ei < Gi(x) < e~ for any i E [1,... ,m]. However, it can be easily shown that for this case, 
Gi(m)u2,c,,i + [Gi(m)l ai _< 4croci, i : 1 , . . . ,  m. (4.8) 
Combining (4.8) with (4.4), it follows that 
T~r(x(t)) ~_~ --~BTQfl~ -4- k, (4.9) 
31-$-6 
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4 "~ where k = )-~i=1 aiei. To establish convergence r sults for the control suggested by (4.7), we 
make use of the results of [3]. In addition to the previous assumptions, we require the following. 
ASSUMPTION 4. There exist continuous, strictly increasing functions 7i(') : R+ --~ R +, i = 1, 2, 
satisfying "h(O) = 0 and limr~o~ ~/i ( r )  = co for i = 1, 2, such that for all x c R n, 
")'1(1~[) __~ V(~g) < "/2([X[). (4.10) 
Along a trajectory of the nominal system with the optimal feedback control u l  only, we have 
~/(X) = -xT  Qx  - xTy I (x )B(x )R-1BT (x )H(x)x .  
It then follows clearly that 
?(~g) __~ --"y3(lXl), (4.11) 
where 73(r) = Amax(Q)r 2 and Amax(Q) denotes the largest eigenvalue of Q. With this in mind, 
we now state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider the system (4.1) with control u = u l  +u2, where u l  and u2 are defined 
by (4.3) and (4. 7), respectively. Assume that Assumptions 1-4 are satisfied. Then, the following 
are true. 
(i) Existence: Given any (Xo, to) 6 R n x R, there exists a solution x(.) : [to,t1] -* R n, 
x( to )  = xo .  
(ii) Uniform boundedness: I f  x(.)  : [t0,tl] --* R n, x(to) = x0, is a solution, then 
]Xol <_ r ~ [x(t)l <_ d(r), Vt E [t0,tl], 
where 
f ('Yi -1 o'r~) (R), if~ _< R, 
d(r) 
I (71-1 o72 ) (r), i f r  > R, 
and 
R = .),~-1 (k). 
Furthermore, the solution has a continuation over [to, co). 
(iii) Uniform ultimate boundedness: I f  x(.) : [t0,tl] --* R n, x(to) = Xo, is a solution with 
IXol < r, then for a given d > ( 'h  1 o ~/2)(R), 
Ix(t)l <_ d, Vt > to + T (d,r) , 
where 
0, i f  r < ft, 
T (d , r )  ---- " /2(r) -  71 (-R) i f r  > R, 
- k ' 
and 
The proof of this theorem is essentially the same as that of the corresponding theorem in [3]. 
An alternative to the definition of u2 by (4.7) is also suggested in [3]. There, a more general, 
nonlinear, time varying system is considered. A control is defined in terms of the gradient of a 
Lyapunov function of the stable nominal system without noise and control. The difficulty is that 
for most nonlinear problems it is not possible to find a Lyapunov function and to hence specify 
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Figure 4.1. 
the suggested control. For the above application however, the gradient of the Lyapunov function 
is known and hence the control of [3] can be defined as follows: 
it(x) if [U(x)I > c, 




l z (x)  = B T (x) I - I (x)p,  (4.13) 
and 
p = max I~1. (4.14) 
wEw 
Under the previous Assumptions 1-4, the corresponding results of Theorem 4.1 for U2,CL are 
proved in [3]. 
Note that since we cannot determine P(x)  for a general, the above results are not useful in 
trying to determine the region of uniform ultimate boundedness when either of the suggested 
controls is employed. In the exact linear case, however, it is possible to determine this region 
and it is also possible to obtain similar results even when constraints are imposed on the controls 
(cf. [9]). For the examples tested, both of the suggested controllers work well in minimizing the 
effect of the noise and there appears to be little difference in the performance between the two. 
For problems with more than one control, i.e., m > 1, using u2 defined by (4.7) may allow more 
flexibility in that different maximum magnitudes for different elements of the noise signal can be 
specified via (4.2). In contrast, (4.14) does not allow such flexibility. 
By letting ¢~ --* 0, i = 1 . . . .  ,m in (4.7) and ~ --* 0 in (4.12), one can theoretically guarantee the 
ultimate boundedness of the system responses to within an arbitrarily small neighborhood of the 
origin. The limitation is that the resulting controls approach their discontinuous counterparts, 
and hence system performance deteriorates. 
We now consider both the examples of the previous section with noise added to the control 
signal. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider Example 3.1 with the noise term 
w(t )  = -51 cos(sin(2t)) + sin(3.5t)l 
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added to the control signal. Simulations are performed using the above scheme and also using 
only the feedback control of Section 2. The resulting trajectories are shown in Figure 4.1. The 
hashed line in this case indicates the results from the feedback control of Section 2. 
While the feedback controller of Section 2 manages to prevent he trajectory from diverging 
to infinity, its performance is clearly not satisfactory. In contrast, the control defined by (4.7) 
manages to bring the trajectory very close to the origin and maintain it there. Note that the 
additional control term acts to guide the trajectory in such a way that G(x)  eventually remains 
close to zero. In this case, the trajectory moves along an almost straight line. Plots of the controls 
are given in Figure 4.2. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider Example 3.2 with the noise term w(t )  = 0.5 cos(sin(2.0,t)) added to the 
control signal. Using only the optimal feedback control of Section 2 leads to the states diverging, 
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while the control defined in (4.7) still results in satisfactory performance. The states resulting 
from both controllers are given in Figure 4.3, while the corresponding controls are shown in 
Figure 4,4. Again, the hashed line indicates results from the control of Section 2. 
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Figure 4.3. (continued) 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have given two alternative proofs for the stability of an optimal feedback controller for a 
class of nonlinear systems. While for a general problem the controller cannot be implemented 
continuously, an approximation by discretizing the time domain has been demonstrated to work 
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effectively. A computationally much less expensive controller was suggested and numerical ex- 
amples confirm the view that this controller is effective in stabilizing the above class of nonlinear 
systems, although a formal proof of this is currently not available. 
The same class of systems was considered subject o bounded noise in the input signal, and 
two controllers were suggested for stabilizing this type of problem. Results regarding the ulti- 
mate boundedness of the system response were given. Two numerical examples illustrated the 
effectiveness of both of the suggested controllers. 
Future efforts should be directed towards proving the corresponding discrete time versions of 
the results of Section 2 and towards proving that the controller suggested in Section 3 leads to a 
stable closed loop system. 
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